Abstract-Multimodal medical information processing is currently the epicenter of intense interdisciplinary research, as proper data fusion may lead to more accurate diagnoses. Moreover, multimodality may disambiguate cases of co-morbidity. This paper presents a framework for retrieving, analyzing, and storing medical information as a multilayer graph, an abstract format suitable for data fusion and further processing. At the same time, this paper addresses the need for reliable medical information through co-author graph ranking. A use case pertaining to frailty based on Python and Neo4j serves as an illustration of the proposed framework.
I. INTRODUCTION Multimodal medical information processing is a technique
for providing improved diagnosis by fusing data from heterogenous sources. This is especially useful when clinical data are scarce or difficult to obtain. Moreover, multimodal processing may provide a solution to co-morbidity cases, namely in cases where individuals suffer from at least two diseases with overlapping symptoms. As a rule, co-morbidity cases are hard to treat since all symptoms can be mistakenly attributed to only a single disease, complicating thus the cure. For instance, a specific brain anomaly may be attributed by medical practitioners to lesions based on EEG readings but functional neuroimaging may reveal additional brain damage. Medical information processing systems are currently expected to handle a multitude of data forms including, among others, research papers, field reports with raw data, medical images, EEG waveforms, and MEG recordings.
In order to support multimodality, a versatile and generic data structure should be used. The framework proposed in this work relies extensively on multilayer graphs, namely graphs whose labeled edges belong to at least two distinct categories. With the advent of large scale graph processing systems such as Apache Giraph, of graph oriented machine learning tools such as GraphLab, and of graph databases such as Neo4j and GraphDB, there is a plethora of high quality, open source, software tools using graphs as the default storage and query format to select from.
The primary contribution of this work is Perseus. The name is a direct reference to the mythological Hellenic hero Perseus. His main achievement was the direct handling of Medusa, a creature whose hair were deadly snakes. In a very abstract representation, snakes can be drawn as simple edges connecting two vertices. Also, in a liberal interpretation, their venom corresponds to an exceedingly degree of complexity. Perseus is a conceptual framework for retrieving, maintaining, querying, and processing medical data from a number of sources. Perseus is strongly based on the explicit assumption that data as well as their interconnection patterns can be expressed as graphs. To demonstrate the potential of Perseus to be tailored to specific application needs, a use case for the frailty index, a significant health indicator for the elderly, is presented.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In section II the scientific literature regarding multimodal medical information processing is overviewed. Subsequently, in section III Perseus is presented and analyzed. The frailty index use case of section IV illustrates the application of multilayer graphs to medical cases with potential co-morbidity. Finally, in section V future research directions are outlined.
II. PREVIOUS WORK Fully multimodal information processing systems are a relatively new breakthrough. However, there have been notable recent efforts towards a true multimodal system. In [17] document similarity functions are merged with document ranking. Text mining information from medical documents based on the grammatical structure as well as on field reports and possibly text metadata is outlined in [1] and in [3] .
The advent of Semantic Web sparked additional interest in multimodality in gene ontology [5] [4] as well as in reasoning wether specific genes are related to a given disease [2] [14] . Further momentum was gained with the addition of retrieval methods which are based on medical images [19] [17] , which allowed more targeted and context aware database search. To the best of the authors knowledge, no medical multimodal data mining system currently exists that relies on a graph database at the back end, although [16] describes a graph database implementation for human gene ontology processing.
III. FRAMEWORK A. Architecture
In figure 1 (a) the Perseus architecture is displayed. It is centered around the contoller module, which directs data acquistion from a number of heterogenous sources through the appropriate interfaces. Data collected can be stored either in their original form or after processing in various databases depending on the operational needs.
Multimodality is ensured by obtaining the appropriate APIs for at least two different types of data sources. Besides Notice that the star architecture, which has a sigle critical point of failure, combined with the nature of a medical processing system calls for a backup controller which is normally shadowing the main controller and replacing it, should the need arise.
Versatile storage is ensured through multilayer graphs. They have been selected as the primary data structure not only because many significant data sources provide data in a tree or graph format, such as PubMed, but also it facilitates information fusion in a space efficient manner [13] . Additionally, graphs allow the easy information localization as well as the easy composition of a summary based on various sources. Finally, the connectivity patterns of an author-toauthor collaboration network and of a document-to-document citation network allow the ranking of both the authors and the articles, serving thus as a quality control mechanism.
IV. USE CASE: FRAILTY INDEX A. Architecture
As a concete example of its true multimodal nature, Perseus can be tailored to integrate and maintain information about the frailty index, a major health indicator for the elderly. More formally Definition 1: Frailty is a biological syndrome of decreased reserve and resistance to stressors resulting from cumulative declines across multiple physiological systems and causing vulnerability to adverse outcomes. With the sharp ageing of population globally, frailty index has risen in significance as a factor of social coherence. Moreover, proper elderly monitoring through frailty index can prevent an array of fatal accidents.
The tailored architecture is illustrated in figure 1(b) . It integrates information from a wide ragne of sources, namely field reports from Web forms, EEG and MEG biosignals, PubMed articles, and medical ontologies which have been explicitly developed for frailty. Notice that data source selection is indicative, as an alternative Perseus implementation might as well include sensor readings from mobile devices or smart homes or results from Rorsach tests. Notice that besides the frailty index, its confidence level can be determined from factors listed in table III.
Algorithm 1 shows the information flow for the frailty index case.
Algorithm 1 Frailty index information flow
Require: Quality criteria list T Ensure: Frailty index I is computed Ensure: Confidence level L is computed 1: Collect data from Web forms through NLTK 2: Extract a set of frailty related terms {τ k } 3: for all terms τ k through Biopython do
4:
Retrieve PubMed documents {d i } containing τ k
5:
if {d i } meets the criteria of T then
Retrive PubMed popularity scores of {d i }
7:
end if 8: end for 9: Retrieve EEG and MEG waveforms through MNE 10: while unexplained symptoms remain do
11:
Retrieve a frailty ontology O through rdflib 12: if O matches symptoms then 13: Store O in Neo4j 14: end if 15: end while 16: return computed (I, L)
Python has been selected as the primary language because of its ability to generate glue code, namely code connecting two or more software components whithout modifying them. Moreover, there are Python interfaces for each of the other tools.
B. Biopython and Entrez
Entrez is a special purpose, federated search engine designed to provide seamless access across a vast array of medical databases. Currently Entrez APIs have been developed for various programming languages and problem solving environments, most notably the Matlab API, the BioGo package for Go, and the Java Entrez Eclipse API.
Entrez stores PubMed documents as XML trees, facilitating thus lexical analysis. At the same time it renders appealing the use of a graph database for local storage and analysis. Table 
C. Neopython and Neo4j
Since the beginning of the current decade there has been a rising interest in four branches of non-relational databases collectively referred to as NoSQL databases. For a brief NoSQL review see [15] .
Neo4j is a major graph database supporting queries to large graphs through either Cypher, an ASCII art high level query language, or through APIs for various programming languages, most notably Python, Scala, and Java. It is also possible to query graphs in Neo4j in SPARQL through suitable extensions. Neo4j is currently open source and it is written mostly in Scala.
Property 1: Neo4j is schemaless. Property 2: The three operational Neo4j requirements are basic availability, soft state, and eventual consistency collectively known as BASE [15] . Compared to relational ACID requirements, the BASE ones are easier to implement and place less strain on the database system, including fewer data duplications and locks. The downside is that the system does not become immediately consistent.
Property 3: The primary conceptual data model supported by Neo4j and offered to a high level user through Cypher is the property graph [15] . For a review of the graph property model see [7] [6].
Neopython is a Python interface for Neo4j which allows the formation of dynamic Cypher queries as Python strings. For this reason, Neopython has been included to the proposed implementation.
D. Document Ranking Criteria
But when a rule is extremely complex, what it is in conformity with it passes for irregular.
(Leibniz) Building T requires care, as it can easily degrade to a nearly all-reject rule. In fact, as a safety valve in real life situations there should be a component evaluating the effectiveness of T by checking the Perseus null return rate. Significant criteria for T are listed in table III. The ranking of the article depends on at least three group of factors. First, the article is ranking as a member of a document collection. This can be achieved by examining any scientific citation graph. Then, the actual article contents contribute to article ranking. Finally, the authors are ranked, for instance from any established research collaboration graph, and their reputation affects article ranking. Research continuity means that the authors should have written other articles on the same subject. Reproducible research means that the data are available along with the publication or in a public Web location, giving thus the opportunity to other research teams to process them.
E. Graph Analytics
Perseus relies heavily on graph analytics in order to perform computations. Specifically Perseus
• ranks authors in co-authorship graphs.
• ranks articles in citation graphs.
• parses PubMed XML documents.
• converts EEG and MEG waveforms as graphs.
• reasons on frailty ontologies.
• derives brain regions of interest.
Graph algorithms for performing the above tasks are listed in table IV. Common metrics for ranking vertex centrality include PageRank, the eigenvector centrality [7] , Gell point centrality [18] , as well as resolvent centrality [11] . There have been also developed variants of these algorithms for fuzzy graphs [8] . Vertex set sizes can be estimated with techniques similar to those in [9] NetworkX is an open access Python module for handling and storing in memory graphs and multilayer graphs. NumPy and SciPy are also Python modules implementing advanced mathematical functions for evaluating graph quantities among others.
F. Frailty Ontologies
Fraitly ontologies have been developed in order to describe many of the associated actors, events, and entities. Entities related to frailty include brain activity, psychological indicators, as well as basic physical status indicators such as blood pressure. Actors include the elderly, their familty, and medical experts and healthcare personel in general. Rules to validate the relationship between the entities or to discover new entities have been proposed.
G. MEG and EEG waveofmrs
MNE is an open access Python tool for processing EEG and MEG readings [12] . These readings can be used to represent and analyze brain activity, which is an important factor in assessing frailty. As both modes collect brain data over a time interval, their readings can be stored in a graph representing a brain map. Moreover, they can be used to build a second graph which represents events of interest. These events can be correlated with machine learning methods such as sparse neural networks [10] to events stored in frailty ontologies, facilitating brain activity abnormalities.
V. FUTURE WORK This work can be expanded in a number of ways. A current trend in nearly every retrieval and data mining problem is that of multimodality, namely the combination of heterogeneous information in order to maximize the effectiveness of retrieval procedures. In the particular setting of medical retrieval multimodality translates to boosting text based retrieval with knowledge derived from other sources of medical data such as neuroimaging, EEG, or health statistics. In fact, since both neuroimaging and EEG data can be represented as graphs, they can be expected to be easily incorporated to Perseus.
Another research direction is medical multilingual information retrieval. There are many non-English public medical databases from where significant knowledge can be drawn, facilitating thus cooperation between researchers and allowing better coordination between field teams and practitioners. Moreover, multilingual retrieval allows quicker international response to severe disease outbreaks as incidents as well as potentially related symptoms recorded in non-English medical databases can be retrieved on behalf of an English speaking practitioner without prior translation. Additionally, advanced text semantic analysis can locate specific points of interest or data for such a user and even selectively translate part of the retrieved documents. As a caveat though, term polysemy can be aggravated within a multilingual context, as the same term can have different meanings in different languages.
